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Abstract (en)
[origin: DE102009030852B3] The method for drawing a quartz glass cylinder from a melting crucible (1), which comprises an inner space (5) that
extends in direction to a crucible middle axis (6) and is limited by a side wall and a bottom, comprises supplying silicon dioxide grain (3) into the
melting crucible, softening the silicon dioxide grain to a viscous quartz glass mass in the melting crucible, and vertically downwardly removing the
softened viscous quartz glass mass as cylindrical quartz glass strand using a first drawing device through a first drawing nozzle (4a) provided in
the bottom of the melting crucible. The method for drawing a quartz glass cylinder from a melting crucible (1), which comprises an inner space (5)
that extends in direction to a crucible middle axis (6) and is limited by a side wall and a bottom, comprises supplying silicon dioxide grain (3) into
the melting crucible, softening the silicon dioxide grain to a viscous quartz glass mass in the melting crucible, vertically downwardly removing the
softened viscous quartz glass mass as cylindrical quartz glass strand using a first drawing device through a first drawing nozzle (4a) provided in the
bottom of the melting crucible, and producing the quartz glass cylinder from the cylindrical quartz glass strand by cutting. A further cylindrical quartz
glass strand is removed using a second drawing device through a second drawing nozzle provided in the bottom of the melting crucible, where the
first and second drawing nozzles are spatially arranged from each other, are eccentrically arranged to the crucible middle axis and have a distance
of 50 mm from each other. The drawing nozzles are simultaneously distributedly arranged around the crucible middle axis, and lie opposite to the
crucible middle axis. The quartz glass strands are removed with first and second mass streams by first and second drawing nozzles respectively,
where the first and second mass streams differ around maximum 100%. The opening cross-section of the first and second nozzles is maximum
50 cm 2>. The first drawing device has a first rolling tractor, which extends itself over a first extending section along the crucible middle axis. The
second drawing device has a second rolling tractor, which extends itself over a second extending section along the crucible middle axis. The first
and second extending sections do not intersect. An independent claim is included for a device for drawing a quartz glass cylinder from a melting
crucible.
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